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Attention
1.This product aims to record the external situation of vehicles as subsidiary products. The
purpose of using dash cameras does not guarantee the driving safety of users. In the process
of using this product, our company is not responsible for anything because of the product fault,
information loss, operating the product as a result of driving accidents and any loss.
2. Due to some differences in vehicle conditions, driving mode and driving environment, some
functions of this product may not be worked properly. The dash cam cannot record normally
according to the following conditions: Power off, used beyond the normal temperature and
humidity, collision or broken memory card etc. This product does not guarantee that in any
case all videos are saved. The videos from the product are for reference only.
3. Please install the product correctly which does not block the driver's vision and airbag, or it
will cause product malfunction and personal injury.
4. Please keep this product away from strong magnetic field, which may lead to equipment
damage.
5. Do not insert or remove the memory card when starting up, otherwise the memory card
may be damaged.
6. The memory card used in this product cannot be used to store videos and files beyond
upgraded packages. Please format the memory card before using memory card which is 16G
or more than class10.
7. Generally, there will be a service life of the memory card. using for a long-time storage card
may cause write speed decrease so that normal video cannot be saved. Please replace the new
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memory card timely in this situation. Rollei shall not bear any responsibility if videos cannot be
saved due to the problem of card storage.
8. Do not use this product above +70 ℃ and below -20 ℃ temperature.

9. Please use the standard car charger, car charger wire, bracket and other accessories of this
product to avoid the using failure caused by the non-conformity of specifications.
10. If you do not use the device for a long time, the battery power in the device may run out.
When you restart the dash cam, you will need to reset the system time.

Disposal
Disposal of Packaging: For disposal, please separate packaging into
different types.

Cardboard and board must be disposed of as paper and

foil must be recycled.
Disposal of Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment and/or
Battery by users in private households in the European Union.
This symbol on the product or on the packaging indicates that this cannot
be disposed of as a household waste. You must dispose of your waste
equipment and battery by handling it over to the applicable take-back
scheme for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment and battery.
For more information about recycling of this equipment and battery, please contact your city
office, the shop where you purchased the equipment or your household waste disposal service.
The recycling of materials will help to conserve natural resources and ensure that it is recycled
in a manner that protects human health and environment.
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Battery Warning
Never dismantle, crush, or pierce the battery, or allow the battery to short-circuit. Do not
expose battery being placed in high temperature environment, if battery leaks or bulges, stop
continue to use.
•

Always charge using the charger. Risk of explosion if battery is replaced by an
incorrect typ.

•

Keep the battery out of the reach of children.

•

Batteries may explode if exposed to fire. Never through batteries into the fire.

•

Never exchange batteries by yourselves, please let it be done by the retailer.

•

Dispose used batteries by observing local regulations.

•

Before disposing the device, please remove the battery. For removing the battery
open the housing via the screws.
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Product Appearance

Lens

Speaker

BACK
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UP

DOWN OK

RESET KEY

Power Interface

(If the device is not operating normal, long press the reset button to reset the system)

TF Card Slot

No function

Power Key

(When power off, short press ON/OFF Button to start up.
When Power on, press ON/OFF Button for 3s to shutdown)
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Holder Groove

Microphone
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Product Installation
1. Connect the DashCam-402 with the suction cup mount
Insert the car mount into the car mount slot which is on the top of the dash cam and push it
to the left. Connection is ready when you hear a click.

2. Mount the suction cup bracket on the glass.
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3. Install the device on at your windshield, adjust the direction of lens to make it
horizontal.
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4.The cable routing of front camera to the power supply.
As shown in the following figure, put the car charger cable along the top of the front
windshield, the A-pillar, the passenger's seat, storage box, and plug it to the cigarette lighter.

A column

*The location of the cigarette lighter port of different vehicles may be different. The above
picture is for reference only.
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Directions for use
1. Adjust the angle of the DashCam-402

Insert the charger to cigarette lighter, power on, with preview reference on the main menu,
rotate the dash cam to adjust the angle of camera, make sure the camera is right on the front
of the car.
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2.Start Recording and The Main Interface

Recording starts automatically when the dashcam is turned on, the flashing red dot on the left
above corner means recording right now. If a SD card is not inserted, the dash cam will
remind you to insert a memory card. After inserting SD card, the dashcam will run normally.
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：Press button to enter the Menu

：Press button for capturing the emergency video, it will show the emergency
recording on the left corner, and save it in the emergency video file.

：Press button for taking emergency photo, and save it in photo file.

： Press button to enter video and photo menu.
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1.

Menu

Press

to enter Menu, shown as below:

：Click to go back to main interface.

：Click up to select the Settings item.

：Click down to select the Settings item

：Click confirm selected settings.
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2.Menu Includes：
1.Movie Quality: Super or Fine.

7..ime sync: On or Off.

2.Sound Record: On or Off.

8.Time Zone Select.

3.Exposure: -2 to +2

9.Clock Settings.

4.Parking Monitoring: OFF or High or
Low.

10.Format SD-Card.
11.Reset Setup.

5.Protect Level: Off or High or Middle or
Low.

12.Version.

6.LCD Power Save: OFF or 30 sec or.1min

3. Emergency video

Press“

”to enter Emergency Recording, shown as below:
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The dash cam can store a collision video in the event video folder for users to check when
occurring vehicle collision or manually click the snapshot.
Because of the complexity of the road situation, the recorder does not ensure that video can
be stored in the event catalog every time when there is an emergency. If you can't find video
in emergency video catalog, pls check the normal video catalog.
The storage of emergency video should not exceed 20% according to memory card capacity.
After the storage limit is reached, the earliest emergency video will be deleted when new
emergency video is added. Please timely export the important emergency video to a computer.
Please refer to the "video storage instructions" section for the specific capacity of emergency
video storage.
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4. Emergency Capture

Press“

5.

”to take an emergency photo:

Playback

Press “

” to enter the video list. The list includes：Normal, Emergency video, and photos.

Shown as below:
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Choose the file to play, enter the list of videos, shown as below:
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：Press to return to video list.

：Switch to previous video.

：Switch to next video

：Click to delete the video which is playing.

Recording Storage Description
Please using 16G or bigger memory card, different SD card possibly storage the ordinary video
and emergency video as follows:
Video

16G

32G

64G

Ordinary

About 1.5

About 3 hours

About 6 hours

Video

Hours

Emergenc

About 10

About 20 times

About 40 times

y Video

times

type

Please export and backup emergency videos on a computer timely after accident. After many
times cycle erase storage mode, the card could become damaged and it will hardly save the
video file. If this situation will take place, please exchange the old memory card with a new
storage card.
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Conformity
The Rollei GmbH & Co. KG herewith declare, that the dashcam "Rollei DashCam-402"
complies with the directive 2014/53/EU:
•

2011/65/EC RoHs Directive

•

2014/53/EU RED-Directive

The complete text of the EU Declaration of Conformity can be downloaded at the following
Internet address: www.rollei.com/EGK/dashcam402
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